
Bo Da Fe Gu Lo Ma Ne Pu Ro Sa Te Vu

Bo Da Fe Gu Lo Ma Ne Pu Ro Sa Te Vu

Bo Da Fe Gu Lo Ma Ne Pu Ro Sa Te Vu

Bo Da Fe Gu Lo Ma Ne Pu Ro Sa Te Vu all 12 notes and their duration in a measured beat

all 12 note heads on the standard piano keyboard
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Bo Da Fe Gu Lo Ma Ne Pu Ro Sa Te Vu

all 12 note heads and names respectively

all 12 note heads on the symmetric, uniform piano keyboard
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names
duration

1 ½  ¼  1⁄8 1⁄16 1⁄32 1⁄64

Bo Бо

Da Да

Fe Фе

Gu Гу

Lo Ло

Ma Ма

Ne Не

Pu Пу

Ro Ро

Sa Са

Te Те

Vu Ву

rests
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renova separator note
(clef note)

clef notes
column

ascending note pitches
ascending note pitches

renova row downleft
hand

right
hand

ascending note pitches
ascending note pitches

ascending note pitches ascending note pitches

ascending note pitches
ascending note pitches

renova row up

prima interval
up

prima interval
up

(next renova up)

prima intervals

reprima interval
up

reundecima interval
down

prima intervals

undecima interval
down

(same renova)

all 12 notes in ascending chromatic order

The idea is plain and simple. In 12-TET there are 12 tones that should have their names as follows:

Bo, Da, Fe, Gu, Lo, Ma, Ne, Pu, Ro, Sa, Te, Vu
(in groups of four vowels: o, a, e, u)

The tones are designated according to the first consonant letter of their corresponding names:

B, D, F, G, L, M, N, P, R, S, T, V

and do appear cosequently in order as if been retreived from the Latin alphabet. Also the 12 notes 
have unique 12 notehead shapes (simple closed geometric symbols) respectively:

When notating a composition for a piano each of both (or four) hands should always have separate 
notation lanes – one for the left hand and the other – for the right hand. This rule applies even when 
the hands have to cross, thus the respective clef note and the corresponding renova row should be 
taken into consideration accordingly i.e. right hand always plays right hand notation.

The best practice would be to perscribe a base clef note for each tonality or mode for the corre-
sponding part of the composition. Furthermore there could be intermediate clef notes when various 
arpeggios, long duration chords or a repeated chord are to be played. Each note could be a clef note.

The Plain Notation System has 10 rows (renovas) that represent the tonal registers where the notes 
are placed. The pitch of the notes is determined by their notehead shapes in those 10 renova rows.

In practice and for most the cases in compositions the bottom (lowest) row and the last (highest) two 
rows will be occupied very rarely with notes (mostly harmonics).

10 rows  × 12 notes  =  120 notes to be used, which is more than enough in Music. The keyboard of 
the standard grand piano has 88 notes (keys) for comparison. 

All your notes in the composition could be written in those 10 rows (7 of them for the most cases as 
explained above).

Thus a whole sequence (all 12 pitches) of the spoken 12 notes could fit chromatically in one renova 
row if the first tone (note) is to be considered as a base note (clef).

Therefore one of these 12 notes should be denoted as a clef note corresponding to when in time 
and precisely how the notes in the renova registers should change in the composition. Clef notes 
always do belong to the “middle” renova or the next lowest renova below the “middle” renova.

B D F G L M N P R S T V

all 12 note heads and letters respectively

lowest renova

“middle” renova
“submiddle” renova

highest renova



all the notes of this chord belong to this renova row 
exept the highest Fe note which belongs to the “middle” renova row

another simple and clear way to write the same chord by its tone intervals

means P:4:7 P with M as a bass note

from the inversions formula: 4 + 8 = 12 also 5 + 7 = 12
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example with a renova based on the note Fe

first

one renova
interval

left
hand

right
hand

There are two possible approaches to manage with the clef notes:

· to chose one general overall note as a clef note

· to change the clef note in accordance with the intended harmony interval, chord, mode or tonality

For example let’s write the simple seven note ascending sequence of Sa natural minor by using Bo 
as a clef note (1) and then by using Sa note as a clef note (2). Both ways are correct, the second one 
being more easy and appropriate for that particular scale or tonality in general:

Very wide inversions of chords could also be written precisely clean and meaningful when the base 
note is very low on the renova rows by skipping a renova row with a dot instead:

Here is an example of how some basic scales could be harmonized with chords when playing the 
piano and how the appropriate notation should be written for both hands:

(1) (2)

The intervals in the Plain Notation System are also straight forward as follows:

· zero interval means – unison
· the smallest interval – first (prime)
· second
· third
· fourth
· fifth
· sixth
· seventh
· octave (eighth)
· ninth
· tenth
· eleventh
· renova (anew, again)
· refirst
· resecond
· rethird
… and so on

The inversions of the intervals obey the formula: Ia + a = 12 (where 'Ia' is the 'Inversion of a')

A chord could be represented by its root (base) note while the rest of its notes – in accordance with 
the included noteheads for the intervals between the steps of the chord or its inversion arranged 
vertically above the base note.

One vertical dashed line holds the notes together in a chord cluster. Depending on whether there 
are higher or\and lower notes than the base note of the chord there could be a second dashed line 
on the other side of the cluster respectively.

The chords could be represented also by their root (base) tone and numbers for the intervals 
between the steps of the chord or its inversion. Please see the next illustration:

By writing the chords with their intervals and base or root note the renova separators are represent-
ed with vertically placed dots. One dot is for the first renova (above = on the left or below = on the 
right side of the root note letter), two dots (colon) for the tones that are one renova higher (on the 
left side) or lower (on to left side) of the letter and so on. Especially for the inversions of the chords 
this way of writing the chords is even more clear and meaningful! 

F4·7:F

F4·7:F

M 4 7 I I PM
:4:7 P

8F7:F 8·5F:F 5F4:F

4
4

second

third

fourth

fifth

sixth

… and so on

Piano



same as

If you find dificulties at first to recognize the closed geometric symbols of the notes it might be good 
idea to replace those with their respective letter symbols. Using the same examples we get:
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“Für Elise”
Bagatelle in S minor

Molto grazioso

Ludwig van Beethoven
1770 – 1827

Piano 3
8

1 2

“Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door”
Guitar song in P major

Bob Dylan
composer

4
4

“Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door”
Guitar song in P major

Bob Dylan
composer

4
4

4
4

shown are the standard (old) names and letters of the music notes

Do Do♯

Re♭
Re Re♯

Mi♭
Mi Fa Fa♯

Sol♭
Sol Sol♯

La♭
La La♯

Ti♭
Ti

C C♯

D♭
D D♯

E♭
E F F♯

G♭
G G♯

A♭
A A♯

B♭
B

same as same as same as

“Für Elise”
Bagatelle in S minor

Molto grazioso

Ludwig van Beethoven
1770 – 1827

Piano 3
8


